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Introduction
Material artifacts play highly significant roles in mediating people’s rituals of honoring the lives of deceased loved ones and dealing with the grief that results from loss. They can powerfully evoke memories of the deceased and prompt reflections on mortality. Digital technologies are now a pervasive part of everyday life, and new issues are emerging as they intersect with people’s everyday experiences of bereavement and their rituals of adapting to loss. We have undertaken two design investigations that focus on new ideas for creating technologies that could better support rituals of honoring deceased loved ones. Through our design-led research, we created working prototypes in two different contexts: Timecard was conceptualized and designed in the United Kingdom, and Fenestra was conceptualized and designed in Japan. Each of these projects represents efforts to design novel technologies for supporting domestic rituals of honoring in ways that are sensitive to the individual, social, and cultural contexts in which they were created. The core goal of this paper is to describe and reflect on these design efforts and in doing so to provide insights into creating technologies that enable the living to place and honor the dead in the context of their everyday lives.

In the following section, we review key research in both contemporary grief theory/therapy and interaction design to situate and support our design-led approach. We then describe insights that shaped Timecard and Fenestra and unpack the similarities and differences in design qualities of these artifacts that emerged during their making. We conclude by interpreting these reflections in terms of how these design artifacts place the dead in everyday settings and then describing implications for interaction design research.
Background and Related Work

Through their loss of a loved one or by facing mortality, people are profoundly shaped by their experiences of death. The grief resulting from bereavement can unsettle familiar practices, routines, and interactions. Vast social science literatures have investigated death, bereavement, and grief across cultures. A salient thread in this body of work makes clear that rituals of dealing with grief require sensitivity and delicate treatment on personal, social, and cultural levels. Cross-cultural investigations of loss have argued that a multiplicity of approaches and interventions are needed to help the bereaved achieve personal rejuvenation and growth.

Research in grief therapy has shown that personal rituals can play an important role in dealing with loss and developing a sense of emotional acceptance. Such rituals can positively shape attitudes toward loss and support the bereaved in transitioning to a new social role, even if these practices are culturally diverse.

In synthesizing and interpreting a range of prior works in grief therapy, Sas and Coman articulate three categories of personal rituals for adapting to loss: letting go, self-transformation, and honoring. Rituals of letting go enable the bereaved to deal with and put to rest negative emotions by dispossessing artifacts that trigger painful memories of the deceased. Rituals for self-transformation trigger prospective thought in which the bereaved can process negative emotions and identify future goals. Honoring rituals nurture positive emotions by celebrating social bond(s) with the deceased. Such rituals help to preserve the memory of a person through objects and, in doing so, to support the bereaved in moving on from loss toward acceptance.

Although objects used in honoring rituals take many forms, photos are among the most pervasive kinds of possession used in these practices. Furthermore, the practice of creating assemblages of photographs and other artifacts can function as a therapeutic ritual for honoring deceased loved ones and resolving grief.

However, the proliferation of personal digital data in everyday life is introducing new challenges for rituals of adapting to loss. In particular, the lack of material presence and availability of digital possessions make the performance grief rituals more challenging. This issue can be particularly problematic for digital photos, which present the following challenges: (1) They lack the enduring presence and “causal durability” of paper photos, (2) they can be fragmented across several devices and online places, and (3) they require more maintenance and effort to be experienced. These issues and the general question of how technology is intersecting with bereavement are evidently emerging topics of interest among the broader interaction design community.

4 Elizabeth Hallam and Jenny Hockey, Death, Memory and Material Culture (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2001).
Prior interaction design research has explored issues such as the management of the deceased’s digital possessions, the creation of support systems for the bereaved, and how digital systems shape practices of legacy-making. See Michael Massimi, William Odom, Richard Banks, and David Kirk, “Matters of Life and Death: Locating the End of Life in Lifespan-Oriented HCI Research,” in Proceedings of the 2011 SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, eds. Desney Tan, Bo Begole, and Wendy Kellogg (New York: ACM, 2011), 987–96.

Some investigations have specifically focused on how technologies mediate efforts to honor deceased loved ones. One area of work has investigated how social networking sites bring grieving practices out of public and private discourses and into the everyday lives of various social audiences. Others have focused on the design and study of tangible computational artifacts for supporting collocated and distributed rituals of mourning and remembrance. Drawing on these examples and many others, Moncur and Kirk offer a framework for designing digital memorials; they articulate the need to explore the role of technologies shaping practices for the post-self—how the identity of the departed is socially constructed, situated, and placed among the living. They also highlight the need to better take into account how personal and cultural rituals should influence the design of technologies for honoring the deceased. Such work sits against a backdrop of research among the interaction design community that more generally explores how reflection and reminiscence might be better supported with technology.

In parallel to these works, we have seen a growing interest in the development of new knowledge through the construction of design artifacts. For example, Fallman posits the fundamental activity of design-led research as giving form to previously nonexistent artifacts to uncover new knowledge that otherwise would not have been revealed. Several other scholars have articulated design-oriented approaches that emphasize how designing interactive systems can develop nascent, underexplored research spaces. More recent research has pointed to the value of bespoke design interventions for deepening reflection on complex familial and personal orientations to ritual activities in domestic spaces. These works highlight the need for more examples of design-led research to develop a foundation from which future theoretical or empirical works can be framed and developed.

Collectively, these strands of research have made important contributions to understanding issues of death, bereavement, and rituals for adapting to loss. They also call attention to how complex this emerging space is for interaction design and make clear the need to develop different strategies that help sensitize it. Our work modestly tries to bring together key elements of these different strands. Specifically, we want to investigate how technologies can be designed to better support honoring rituals in everyday life. We do so by grounding our discussion in the design of two devices that exemplify new ideas for creating technologies to support rituals of honoring deceased loved ones.
Design Research Cases: Timecard and Fenestra

In this section we describe two devices that we created through a design-led approach. We selected these cases based on our intimate knowledge of their making. Timecard was designed in the United Kingdom and Fenestra in Japan, and these differing contexts shaped design decisions. However, both projects share some important similarities in their form, materials, and interactivity. In both designs we aimed to create computational artifacts that could enable people to “open up” by initiating and exploring the experience of honoring a deceased loved one’s life and then bring the experience “to a close” when desired. Previous work has described this dynamic aspect of honoring rituals as highly significant but not as well supported by digital technology. We also wanted to enable people to more easily engage in rituals of embodying or situating digital content, symbolic of deceased loved ones, in significant domestic artifacts and spaces. Prior research has highlighted that these kinds of actions can be valuable aspects of rituals adapting to loss over time. However, this motivation has not been directly applied in the design of new technologies for supporting honoring rituals. These two factors shaped the design of both Timecard and Fenestra.

Timecard

We designed Timecard to explore how integrating digital photos along a timeline could enable people to construct, interact, and live with a tangible representation of a deceased loved one’s life as a form of honoring. Family members are able to upload digital photos via a web interface that transfers them to the Timecard device. When photos are uploaded, the person performing the upload must attribute a specific date detailing when the photo was taken; they also have the option of including additional textual metadata, which could take the form of personal reflections about the deceased. Historical elements could trigger reminiscence and sharing
We envisioned interactions with Timecard as an ongoing process as family members and friends incrementally constructed an increasingly rich and textured temporal representation of the deceased one’s lifespan. With these interaction design choices, we wanted to open a space for reflection on each new element that was introduced into Timecard and, potentially, what its significance was in the context of the lives of both the deceased and the bereaved ones.

The main component of Timecard is an interactive touch screen (see Figure 1); photos are displayed here, and the timeline can be navigated by swiping left to go deeper into the past (i.e., earlier in the deceased one’s life) or swiping right to go closer to the present (e.g., later in the deceased one’s life). When a photo in the linear timeline is tapped, it expands to a full screen view, and any metadata attached is situated next to it. We encased Timecard in European Oak because we wanted its material aesthetics to evoke a sense of the warm qualities associated with other enduring domestic artifacts.

In our initial prototype, the touch screen remained visible and uncovered, so that it operated much like a digital photo frame (as in Figure 1). However, because of how and where it might be
placed in domestic spaces (e.g., in prominent or central locations) this visibility ultimately made Timecard feel too present and conspicuous. Such visibility interfered with our goal of creating a device that could come into the foreground of domestic life when it was drawn on in an honoring ritual, but then would fade into the background when the ritual had come to an end; we considered the placement of the dead within the domestic space during both ritual and non-ritual activities. To make Timecard's touchscreen less obtrusive, we included hinged oak doors behind which the

Figures 3a and 3b
Timecard opened up for an honoring ritual (left) and placed among everyday artifacts and spaces (right). Photo: Microsoft Research. Used with permission.

screen could be hidden (see Figure 2). The finger holes allow the doors to be opened easily so that users can activate and engage with the underlying touchscreen interface. Collectively, these design decisions were intended to support a range of experiences with Timecard, from storing it away, to simply living with it among other things in the home, to actively engaging in rituals of honoring the deceased by constructing, exploring, and sharing a photographic timeline of their lifespan (see Figure 3).
Fenestra

We designed Fenestra to explore how embodying digital photos in a computational artifact could support everyday practices of honoring the lives of deceased loved ones in Japan. The design of Fenestra’s interaction and aesthetics drew inspiration from the butsudan, a Japanese Buddhist home altar (see Figure 4), as well as from symbolic forms commonly found in Japanese Buddhist temples. In Figure 4, a garment and plant are juxtaposed with the candleholder, circular mirror, and photo frame of Fenestra. During the initial part of our design process, we observed four households’ practices with their butsudan in the Tokyo area and visited several traditional Zen Buddhist temples across Japan. These activities helped sensitize us to the symbolic forms, materials, and practices present in these sites. Circle and square shaped windows were common in many Buddhist temples we visited (see Figure 5). In Zen Buddhism, the circle symbolizes the afterlife paradise, whereas the square represents the lower (i.e., living) world. Candles also commonly populate altars and temples; candlelight symbolizes the journey of the deceased’s spirit to the afterlife.
The three wirelessly connected artifacts of Fenestra—the mirror, photo frame, and candleholder (see Figure 6)—are designed as a visual “family,” each handcrafted from teakwood. Family members can upload photos through a web service that then transfers them to Fenestra. The mirror is a custom-cut, circular piece of one-way mirror glass, which has an LCD display behind it. We gave the mirror a circular form as a subtle cultural reference to Zen Buddhism. The mirrored glass creates a slight reflection of the user’s face, overlaid onto a close up of a deceased loved one’s face when the circular screen is activated. We wanted to create this juxtaposition to potentially open a space of contemplative reflection on the relation of the viewer’s own life to that of the deceased—a quality of experience that seemed to commonly emerge with traditional butsudan altars. The photo frame consists of a tablet computer embedded in a wooden case. The photo frame wirelessly receives signals from the candleholder and mirror. The candleholder is embedded with sensors that detect variations in the candle flame movement and brightness. When a candle is lit, all sensors continuously send to the photo frame data regarding the brightness and movement of the candle’s flame. By using wireless connectivity, our goal was to support a wide range of possible configurations in the home. The candle could be moved elsewhere in the home, as could the other components of Fenestra. These design decisions were intended to allow mourners to engage in rituals that would interweave other symbolic and important artifacts with Fenestra over time. These design decisions are counter to extant practices of demarcating specific spaces within a Japanese home for ritual and remembrance of the deceased.

Figure 6
The Candle, Candlelight, and Framed photos of Fenestra. Photo: Daisuke Uriu.

Fenestra’s design was in part inspired by an earlier project called ThanatoFenestra, an art installation that speculatively explored a potential future where bereaved family members could remember their ancestors by experiencing photographs projected onto a circular canvas. For more details on ThanatoFenestra, see Daisuke Uriu and Naohito Okude, “ThanatoFenestra: Photographic Family Altar Supporting a Ritual to Pray for the Deceased,” in Proceedings of the 2010 Conference on Designing Interactive Systems, eds. Kim Halskov and Marianne Graves Petersen (New York: ACM, 2010), 422–25.
We decided to use candlelight as the primary “input” because it offers a tangible way to bring up the digital photos, while not requiring additional interaction from the user. When a candle is lit in the candleholder, the photo frame shows images of the departed loved one (see Figure 6). We developed a computational script to generate cropped, circular, portrait-like images from these photos. These cropped images simultaneously would appear in the mirror when the photo was displayed in the photo frame. Additional pairings of these photos and cropped images are displayed based on changes in the candlelight’s brightness and movement. If the candlelight shimmers from a slight breeze, a similar shimmering visual effect manifests across the photo’s image in the mirror. If the flame wavers more strongly, Fenestra cycles through photo pairings in a motion closely tied to the flame’s movement. As the candle dims over time, the photos do, too. When the candle goes out, all screens are dimmed and remain off. These decisions were motivated by our desire to leverage familiar material practices already associated with Japanese ceremonies and rituals used to honor the deceased. We also wanted to draw on candlelight as an unpredictable and finite input mechanism to emphasize that the act of meditating on the lives of deceased loved ones is a form of honoring that is somewhat unstructured and could eventually come to a close, in this case by extinguishing the candle.

Discussion and Conclusion
We have described the design-led processes undertaken in the United Kingdom and Japan to better understand how technologies could be designed to support honoring rituals. This work touches on complex, subtle, and diverse matters of individual and social rituals for honoring deceased loved ones, remembering their lives, and adapting to their loss over time.

At a high level, our design decisions for Timecard and Fenestra aimed to support a broad range of interactions and experiences, interwoven with domestic practices: They might serve as a rich resource for honoring rituals, be casually encountered against the backdrop of everyday life, or simply be stored away. In this work, we began an exploration of the enculturated and ritualized placement of remains. In the Japanese context, prominent (and enduring) placement is more commonplace, which shaped our decisions to design Fenestra in a form that allowed the living to move Fenestra among different domestic spaces and artifacts and, in so doing, to demarcate personalized places in the home for rituals and remembrance of the dead. For UK homes, Timecard required a modified design to provide options for less prominence.

27 The cropped circular images are a reference to the iei—an image typically created by a third-party Japanese funeral company. The iei photo is always edited to depict a portrait of the departed against a neutral background; a print of it is then made, framed, and shown at the departed’s Japanese memorial ceremony. Because the iei photo is closely tied to formal ceremonies, we chose not to edit out the backgrounds of the cropped circular images to emphasize the everyday nature of Fenestra as a domestic technology. For more details on the phenomenon of the iei photo, see Robert John Smith, Ancestor Worship in Contemporary Japan (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1974).

28 This decision parallels contemporary trends in Japan that indicate a broader social acceptance of less traditional and more personalized ritual practices of honoring deceased loved ones in the home. For more details, see Hikaru Suzuki, “Beyond Ancestor Worship: Continued Relationship with Significant Others,” Death and Dying in Contemporary Japan (2013): 141.
Such practices of layering and spatializing of remains have been noted by Kirk and Sellen, who demonstrate the ways in which memory-related artifacts might be distributed in a home. In this work, “deep storage” was invoked as a metaphor describing how cherished objects would be retained but kept from view or from persistent interaction, while other objects were interacted with in everyday practices (i.e., functional storage). We saw the need for such flexible orientation to, and placing of, artifacts in the design of both devices.

The physical qualities of Timecard and Fenestra also allowed for digital materials symbolic of the deceased to be more fluidly situated near other significant artifacts, places, and people in the home. We explored how the materiality of memorial artifacts intersected with space; the design and the spatiality were interwoven to dynamically (re)configure relationships to the deceased. Nonetheless, adjusting to loss and dealing with bereavement can unfold unpredictably over time. Our design decisions created technologies that persisted as invitations to enact an honoring ritual as needed or appropriate. In this way, Timecard and Fenestra offer examples of how digital technologies can be designed to allow the living to place memorial artifacts on their own terms and to support the “doing” of grief.

Timecard and Fenestra also exhibited key differences, particularly in terms of how the devices displayed images of the dead on their respective screens. Timecard’s design evokes a linear conception of time by situating the deceased along a timeline representing her or his lifespan. Through the piecemeal actions of selection, placement, and curation of images (and possibly historical metadata to contextualize these images), the bereaved ones can generate a photographic timeline of the deceased one’s life. This design decision was intended to build on and mobilize prior research in grief therapy that highlights the value of constructing material photographic assemblages as mechanisms to process grief, to reminisce, and to share stories about the deceased. Importantly, Timecard’s photographic timeline is continuous and not bound solely to the life of the deceased. By enabling the bereaved ones to connect images of their own ongoing life with the departed, this design decision aimed to create a situated place for bridging the images of both the living and the dead across a broader temporal space that encompasses multiple lifespans. In addition to supporting honoring rituals, these design decisions offered support for rituals of self-transformation, as the bereaved ones prospectively consider their own life in relation to the dead. 


30 Hallam and Hockey, Death, Memory and Material Culture, (Bloomsbury Academic: London).
the living and the dead over time.\textsuperscript{34} However, the timeline metaphor in Timecard’s design requires people to input digital images to which they assign precise dates, potentially representing events that happened years in the past. This exacting, highly structured quality could produce unintended consequences for the bereaved ones if conflicting recollections emerged among the living regarding precisely when and what transpired at past events, and who is accountable for “correctly” recording them in the system.\textsuperscript{35} Better understanding these concerns seems a crucial part of designing technologies that sensitively support rituals of honoring and self-transformation and, more generally, the persistence of a family’s digital legacy across generations.

Fenestra represents a contrasting approach in which we leveraged candlelight as an unpredictable means of input to place and display digital photos of the deceased on its screens. Our intent was to cede control to the system to support meditative contemplation of the deceased as a form of honoring, much like what we observed in ritual uses of the butsudan. Fenestra places a cropped portrait image of the dead in juxtaposition to an image of her or him within a broader social context with the aim of supporting a range of ritualized experiences, from deep contemplation of the deceased to reflection on shared experiences. A momentary shimmering effect in the images of the dead when Fenestra detected candlelight flickers supported this goal further by redirecting attention toward the image of the dead (or other attendant material artifacts), as well as by emphasizing the ephemeral nature of the ritual itself. This approach exhibits a high degree of randomness and clearly contrasts with the precise and deliberate placing of images of the dead in Timecard. This strategy offers promise to support mindful contemplation of the dead while abdicating control. Yet, uncomfortable emotions also might emerge in encountering an image unexpectedly, evoking feelings of loss.

These insights point to key complexities in designing technologies to support honoring rituals in different individual, social, and cultural contexts. Our comparison of Timecard and Fenestra makes clear that enough structure is required to frame, organize, and place digital images of the dead in the everyday settings of the living. Yet, too much structure or openness might divert attention away from the ritual at hand and result in conflict over the memory of the deceased. Our work contributes new insights for navigating this complex threshold and for sensitively placing and honoring the dead among the living. Design decisions in Timecard and Fenestra critically shaped the placement of the dead among artifacts and spaces of the living, as well as through the devices

\textsuperscript{34} Such rituals can be important for the bereaved ones in continuing their social bonds with the dead, while also moving on with personal life goals—a notion discussed in Kenneth Doka, “Therapeutic Ritual,” in Techniques for Grief Therapy: Creative Practices for Counseling the Bereaved, ed. Robert Neimeyer (New York: Routledge, 2012), 340–43.

themselves. Comparing these designs has demonstrated the benefit of supporting flexible orientation and placement of memorial artifacts as the processing of grief by the living unfolds and changes over time. Our discussion has also revealed divergent ways that digital technologies can support the curation, placement, and experience of photographic assemblages of the dead in ritual practices of honoring and self-transformation. In this way, themes in the literature related to honoring the dead have been revealed in our design work, as have design insights that can be extended to the creation of future technologies that support the complex processes of adapting to the loss of a loved one by honoring their continued and evolving place in our lives after they are gone.
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